
Parent Council Meeting held December 5th/2023 

Part 1: 

Welcome, Prayer and Approval 

Call to order @6:33pm by Lauren Unrau 

Attendance: Ed Kucy (Principal), Marysia Wanitsky, Andrea Minarchi, (Staff), Lauren Unrau, Jessica Koehli, Nicole 
Hartley and Ciara Stickle 

Welcome and Opening Prayer by Andrea Minarchi 

Treaty Acknowledgement by Jessica Koehli 

Introductions by All 

Approval of meeting minutes November 14th/2023- Approved by Marysia Wnisky / 2nd Lauren Unrau 

Approval of agenda December 5th/2023- Approved by Marysia Wnisky / 2nd Lauren Unrau 

Part 2: School Updates 

Administration Report by Ed Kucy 

-Holy Redeemer is hosting a girls basketball tournament EIAA that we haven’t had at our school in years. Will be  

January 18th-20th and the boys team will be at fultonvale. 

-Dec 21st is our Christmas concert: 6:15pm is the Mass and Concert to follow in the sanctuary upstairs. 

-After the Mass is over they ask parents stay where they are and students will go to their class pew. 

-Father has approved the music our students will be singing in the sanctuary. 

- Rec and Leadership will have gift baskets for silent auction items. 

-Food Drive is going on currently for 12 days of giving led by Mrs. Evans. 

-Day after our Christmas concert is the movie for Gr. 5 to 8 “Wonka” and Dec 14th is K to 4 watching “Wish” 

-There was an Academy question for baseball if it’s happening in 2024/2025 school year. 

-Mr Kucy has said Baseball, Jui Jitsu and Hockey will be the planned academies next year once we do an info night 

to see how many want to partake in the additional sports and it gets approved. This will be for grades 5 to 8.  

-Both additional sports will be a full year program as well. 

-Behaviour Contract we have for hockey students and will apply for the others. 

-Some students that may have been struggling we will work with them and parents best as we can but come end of 

January they may have to make a different options choice other than hockey if they can’t improve behaviour. 

-We have 3 classrooms available for more students with the expected numbers increasing. 

-If the classroom sizes continue to grow they may look at the possibility of a split classes example: Gr 1 &2 split 

next year with the current number of students in kinder and grade 1.  



-Mr Kucy has a meeting Monday Dec 11th/2023 to get a green light for the information night to be approved for 

baseball and jui jitzu. 

District Updates- No Updates 

1st Meeting adjourned at 7:22pm 

      

 


